Abstract-In this paper, a novel voicing-driven adaptive packet loss recovery algorithm is proposed to lessen the possible voice degradation and error propagation for analysis-by-synthesis speech coders in Internet applications. After voicing classification, we adaptively adopt random noise generation, multiresolution excitation generation, or pulse tracking procedure to recover the lost packets. By applying the algorithm to the G.723.1 coder, simulation results show that the proposed algorithm is superior to the recovery algorithm embedded in the G.723.1 standard through the subjective evaluation.
I. INTRODUCTION
W ITH THE advent of common uses of the Internet, the demands for real-time and low-rate voice over IP applications are growing rapidly. Since the delivery of packets is not guaranteed in the IP networks, it is necessary to deal with the audible artifacts, which is caused by burst packet losses. The packet loss could occur on the transmitting side if the encoded packets exceed the transmission capacity, or on the receiving side if some of packets have not been received within the delay time of buffer memory. Moreover, congestion and transmission impairments also cause packets dropped. Due to low delay and continuous replay requirements, the speech coders acquire frame packets arrived on time and do not allow any packet loss or any data retransmission. To prevent from serious quality degradation, in the decoder, we should artificially fill in the lost packet speech obtained from the past coding parameters under the quasistationary assumption of speech in successive frames.
Many articles have been devoted to the study of packet loss, but most of studies perform in the waveform domain. Jayant et al. [1] studied odd-even sample interpolation for PCM and DPCM coding systems. Reviews of packet speech communications and reconstruction of missing speech packets were presented by Weinstein [2] . Goodman et al. [3] suggested waveform substitution techniques to recover missing PCM speech segments with pattern matching. Erdol et al. [4] exploited short-time energy and zero crossing parameters to develop interpolative techniques for PCM waveforms.
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In recent years, analysis-by-synthesis speech coders have become the mainstream for wireless and Internet applications due to low bit rate and high quality features. Since the analysis-by-synthesis coders are model-based coding schemes, the packet loss results in serious performance degradation in speech quality. Recently, many investigators effectively made use of model parameters to solve this packet loss problem. Yong [5] studied four different voice packet reconstruction methods to recover the coded speech for CELP-type speech coders. Leung et al. [6] considered vector linear prediction in voiced frame reconstruction in CELP coders over frame relay networks. Husain et al. [7] introduced an extrapolation strategy based on speech classification for CELP coders. Among those researches, they classified the missing speech packets as voiced or unvoiced, however, the partial voiced condition was not considered. Watkins et al. [8] improved the output speech quality of the G.728 for frame erasure channels. The speech packet is classified as voiced, unvoiced, onset transition, offset transition, and silence in the encoder such that their coder will have compatibility problems to the standard.
In this paper, a new voicing-driven method to recover packet loss is proposed. The missing speech packet from previous packet is classified as voiced, unvoiced, or partial voiced speech. The new recovery techniques associated with classification results are then presented for general analysis-by-synthesis coders [9] , [10] . Particularly, the G.723.1 dual rate coder approved by International Telecommunication Union (ITU) [11] is treated as the most effective speech coder for Internet applications since it requires the lowest data rate. Without loss of generality, we apply the proposed and existing recovery algorithms to the G.723.1 coder for performance comparisons. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we first briefly review general analysis-by-synthesis coders, which could arouse the idea for recovering the missing packet in the decoder. The proposed packet loss recovery algorithm for the analysis-by-synthesis coders is introduced in Section III. The experimental results are given in Section IV. Finally, we make a concluding remark in Section V.
II. ANALYSIS-BY-SYNTHESIS PREDICTIVE CODERS
For analysis-by-synthesis coders, a closed loop optimization procedure is utilized to determine the excitation signal to achieve a perceptually-optimized synthesized speech signal in the encoder. The incorporation of both fixed and adaptive excitation codebooks is a milestone in speech coding and provides a big quality improvement [12] . Since the reconstruction of lost packet (frame) is performed in the decoder, we only review it as fundamentals to initiate the researches. The typical decoder block diagram of the analysis-by-synthesis coder is depicted in Fig. 1 . The kernel of the decoder consists of an LPC synthesis filter and a regenerated excitation, which is formed by fixed and adaptive excitation codebooks. Of course, the decoder should demultiplex and decode the encoded stream to obtain filter coefficients, , fixed and adaptive codebook indices, and , and their corresponding gains, and , respectively. With the inverse quantization of the LPC parameter , the synthesis filter is then expressed as (1) to model the short-term correlation of the speech signal, where is the order of the LPC filter. The fixed codebook excitation models the aperiodic component of excitation and tends to be random while the adaptive codebook excitation characterizes the periodic portion of the speech. The adaptive codebook is defined by the previous excitation sequence stored in long-term prediction memory. The decoded pitch determines a specific segment of stored previous excitation. Both fixed and adaptive codebook excitations form the total excitation . Finally, the synthesized speech is obtained by feeding the excitation into the LPC synthesis filter.
From the above discussion, it is obvious that the main objective of packet loss recovery is to estimate the LPC parameters and the total excitation. Moreover, the loss of packets also causes the corruption of the long-term prediction memory. The extra performance degradation therefore results from the use of the corrupted memory for future correctly received frames.
III. VOICING-DRIVEN PACKET LOSS RECOVERY ALGORITHM
To overcome the packet loss problem, in this section, we propose an adaptive packet loss recovery mechanism based on the voicing classification of previously decoded frames. The mechanism mainly addresses on the excitation estimation, which is more important than the LPC estimation. As sketched in Fig. 2 , the voicing decision unit, pulse tracking procedure, multiresolution excitation generation, and random noise generation are the four main functions in the proposed excitation recovery method. Once the packet loss is detected, we first use the previous frame excitation to analyze it as unvoiced, partial voiced, or voiced by the voicing decision unit [13] . It should be noticed that only the nearest half previous frame rather than the whole previous frame is considered in the voicing decision. The random noise generation obviously will be adopted while the previous frame is unvoiced. If previous frame is classified as the partial voiced frame, the multiresolution excitation generation is used to generate the missing frame excitation. If the voiced frame is detected, we then utilize pulse tracking procedure to generate the excitation. Because the random noise generation and voicing decision are well known, we only discuss the multiresolution excitation and pulse tracking techniques in the following subsections.
A. Multiresolution Excitation Generation
Since the characteristics of the partial voiced speech vary with frequency, it is desired to process speech signal in different frequency subbands [14] . Due to the good time-frequency localization and the multiresolution characteristics of the wavelet representations, the wavelet transform is quite suitable for processing nonstationary signal such as speech. Moreover, wavelet analysis is capable of revealing some characteristics of data that other signal analysis techniques miss, especially like transition, breakdown point and self-similarity [14] , which partial voiced speech might tend to possess. Hence the wavelet transform is adopted in our multiscale analysis. In this paper, we use two-stage pyramid-structured wavelet analysis filter banks as shown in Fig. 3 for excitation generation. The scaling coefficients and the wavelet coefficients at scale related to are respectively given by
where and are quadrature mirror lowpass and highpass filter coefficients, respectively [15] . In other words, (2a) and (2b) provide a recursive fashion for wavelet decomposition through and . The splitting, filtering, and decimation are repeated on the scaling coefficients to give the idea of a pyramid-structured wavelet transform.
After applying the previous excitation to the wavelet analysis filter banks, the voiced/unvoiced decision for each subband is made according to the information of nearest half previous frame instead of the whole previous frame. Based on the voiced/unvoiced decision, the proper subband excitation will be chosen to feed the wavelet synthesis filter banks. The concept of subabnd excitation selection is illustrated in Fig. 4 . If a certain subband is decided as unvoiced, the subband excitation is selected from random noise in the corresponding subband. Otherwise, the subband excitation is selected from repeated excitation in the corresponding subband, and the repeated excitation is defined as
where previous frame excitation which is constructed by both adaptive and fixed codebooks; pitch lag of the last subframe in the previous frame; frame size. The subband excitation could be considered as the scaling and wavelet coefficients at a coarsest resolution for wavelet synthesis filter banks which the reconstruction can be achieved by applying the following recursively (4) As indicated in Fig. 4 , the missing frame excitation will be recovered by wavelet synthesis filter banks. Furthermore, the missing frame excitation is multiplied by 0.75, which can be considered as the attenuation factor to scale down the excitation. The same attenuation factor will also be used in bursty packet loss conditions. After feeding the missing frame excitation to the LPC synthesis filter, the speech for the missing frame is synthesized. Fig. 5 depicts the comparison of waveforms recovered by the proposed method and G.723.1. In this example, the voicing characteristic of the previous frame is hard to identify. Fig. 6 gives the subband signals after applying the previous frame excitation to the wavelet analysis filter banks. The feature of voiced exists in the subband ranging from 0 kHz to 1 kHz. However, this feature of voiced would be corrupted while combined with the components in other subbands. This is why the traditional method proposed in G.723.1 fails to recover the missing frame.
B. Pulse Tracking Procedure
If the previous frame is classified as the voiced speech, the pulse tracking procedure is performed to obtain the pitch pulses in the missing frame. To estimate the missing frame pulses, first, the peak extraction algorithm is adopted to extract speech peaks in the previous frame. The algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 7 and explained as the following steps.
1) Find the maximum absolute value within the frame and denote its position as (peak position). According to its sign, we reset all the samples, which are with opposite sign, to zero. This operation makes sure the following peaks found are pitch peaks. In the speech waveform shown in Fig. 7(a) , we can find the maximum peak position . Since the sign of is positive, speech samples with negative sign are reset to zero as is depicted in Fig. 7(b) . 2) Construct a clipper by defining the clipping level from the maximum absolute value. For the samples above the clipping level, the output of the clipper is equal to the input minus the clipping level. For the samples below the clipping level, the output become zero. After the clipping operation, Fig. 7(b) becomes Fig. 7 (c). 3) Record peak position and set a clearing region to reset all the samples within the region to zero. The clearing region is defined as (5) where , and is the pitch lag of th subframe. With the clearing region, we can remove unlikely pitch peaks. The clearing region for is also shown in Fig. 7(c) . After the samples within the clearing region are reset to zero, Fig. 7(d) is obtained. 4) Find the next maximum absolute value within the frame resulted from step 3 and denote its position as .
5)
Repeat steps 3 and 4 until all the peaks within the frame are found. 6) Reorder all the recorded peaks according to the positions and denote them as , where is the number of peaks. The peaks after reordering are depicted in Fig. 7(e) . Based on the information provided by the previous frame peaks, the excitation pulses in the current missing frame could be estimated. The proposed pulse estimation algorithm is composed of pulse position tracking and pulse amplitude tracking. The overall algorithm for estimating excitation pulse is described as follows.
1) Compute the trend slope associated with the envelope of the speech peaks. The trend slope is defined as (6a) where is the amplitude of the th peak in the previous frame and (6b) is the linear weighting function. From the detected peaks as shown in Fig. 7(e) , there are 3 peaks in this example. With , we have 2 weighting values for segements and , which are 2/6 and 4/6, respectively. 2) Estimate the pulse positions of the missing frame. Let be the set of the estimated pulses, which are constructed by (7) where " " denotes the modular operation. In (7), the duration between last two peaks extracted in the previous frame is chosen to determine the pulse position in the missing frame. Under the consideration of continuity, the duration repeated process starts at the last peaks in the previous frame.
3) Estimate the envelope of the speech peaks in the missing frame. Based on the results of trend slope and the conti- nuity described in step 2, the estimation equation can be described as (8) where . 4) Track the amplitude of each excitation pulse [16] . The method is described in the following substeps. 4a) Compute the zero input response of the LPC synthesis filter and store the response in , where . In addition, set the pulse count as 1. 4b) Compute the response which is excited by the impulse corresponding to , i.e., the position of the th pulse. 4c) Subtract the envelope of the speech peaks from the synthesis filter memory; that is (9) 4d) Track the amplitude of the cth pulse by (10) Under the situation that is equivalent to , is the pulse position estimated in the next successive missing frame. 4e) If pulse count equals to , exit the process since the amplitude of each pulse has been decided. 4f) Use the first pulses with tracked amplitude as the input to excite the LPC synthesis filter and store the response in , where . 4g) Increase the pulse count by 1 and repeat substeps 4b)-4g). In Fig. 8 , a pulse-tracking example is addressed. The waveform of the missing frame is tracked in pulse-by-pulse fashions and could be reconstructed after all the pitch pulses are tracked. Note that the pulses as shown in Fig. 8(b) are not obtained in the same time. For example, the second pulse can be tracked only the response of the first tracked pulse has been obtained. Fig. 8(f) and (g) depict the waveforms recovered by the proposed algorithm and the embedded method in the G.723.1 standard, respectively. In this example, the proposed method recovers the waveform without losing the trend of the speech. For the embedded method in G.723.1, since it directly repeats previous excitation and scale down it, the speech trend information is completely lost.
For the successive lost frames, we do not change pulse amplitude with the trend slope since the short-term stationarity might not be guaranteed. For example, the amplitude of each pulse in the second missing frame is decided as the same value of the last pulse in the first missing frame. Besides, the attenuation factor 0.75 is started to scale down the pulses in the second bursty missing frame.
Compared with the excitation information, the influence of missing of the LPC coefficients is small due to the high correlation of the LPC spectrum in consecutive frames. The LPC estimation model in this paper is thus much easier than the excitation estimation model. The LPC extrapolation can be performed by the use of the previous frame LPC with the spectral expansion [8] . Assume is the th LPC coefficient of the previous frame, the th LPC coefficient of the missing frame is obtained by and bandwidth of the LPC is thus expanded. While speech packet drops, the LPC estimation model and excitation estimation model are combined to perform the lost packet recovery.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Although our algorithm can be applied to any analysis-by-synthesis speech coders, without loss of generality, we will only discuss the packet loss recovery algorithms for the G.723.1 coder, which can achieve near toll quality of the speech with data rate of 6.3 kb/s (MP-MLQ) or 5.3 kb/s (ACELP). There exists a packet loss recovery algorithm in the G.723.1 standard. This algorithm classifies missing speech as voiced Fig. 7 . Explanation of the procedure to extract the peaks of the previous frame: (a) original decoded waveform, which are also the first 240 samples in Fig. 8(a) ; (b) waveform of positive-sign samples; (c) clipping waveform; (d) waveform after removing the first-peak clearing region; (e) the final extracted peaks.
or unvoiced. The random number is applied as the unvoiced excitation and the repeated excitation based on the previous pitch lag is applied as the voiced excitation. Additionally, the excitation would be scaled down in any case. We regard it as the original algorithm and compare it to the proposed algorithm in the following experiments.
Throughout the following experiments, five sentences of Mandarin speech were used as illustrative input speech. Each sentence was spoken both by a male and a female speaker. They were processed by a 3.2 kHz low pass filter, sampled at 8 kHz, and digitized with a 16 bit linear quantizer. In our informal subjective evaluation, 20 listeners were instructed to do the Mean Opinion Score (MOS) test [17] . The test was conducted under various frame erasure rates (FER) and the same FER pattern was fed into the both coders. In Table I , the result of subjective test is depicted. It is noted that the relative performance between different algorithms at a given drop rate has more significant meaning than the absolute score value shown in the table. As Table I shows, there is no perceptual degradation at a frame erasure rate of 1%. As the frame erasure rate increases, the improved performance can be perceived. In real networks, we might suffer with the bursty loss problems, which two or more consecutive packets are not received in a reasonable time. In this case, Table II shows simulation results under different length of the bursty frame erasures with FER %. As indicated by Table II , the recovery performance of the G.723.1 coder degrades for loss of consecutive frames. However, the proposed algorithm still performs well after loss compensation.
In the following, we will discuss the extra computation requirement introduced by our method. In the encoder, the architecture will not be changed. There require no additional operations in the encoder. In the decoder, the extra computation complexities are different in partial voiced and voiced cases. Assume that the length of and in the wavelet filter banks is , the order of the LPC synthesis filter is , the pulse number in the missing frame is and the frame length is . In the partial voiced condition, the multiplication operations required for the wavelet filter banks are about . In the voiced condition, the extra complexity mainly introduced by the pulse tracking procedure requires about multiplication operations. Although the method can well recover the missing frames well, it does need some extra filter operations. Therefore, the further research about the reduction of the computation complexity is underway.
V. CONCLUSION
Packet loss degrades the speech quality of the analysis-by-synthesis coders seriously since the loss parameters not only affect the current speech frame but also produce the so-called error propagation problem resulted from corrupted filter memory. A novel recovery algorithm for packet loss is presented in this paper. The excitation information in the missing frame is estimated more accurately due to the selection of different excitation generation models. When the proposed algorithm is adopted in the G.723.1 coder, the superiority of speech quality over the original embedded recovery algorithm is demonstrated through subjective measures.
